A binary arithmetic coder (BAC) can be used to efficiently encode a stream of moreprobable (MPS) and less-probable (LPS) symbols. In this work we describe two improvements to BAC and combine them to form the B-coder. The first improvement concerns the representation of the LPS probability. The skew coder is the earliest practical example of a BAC and keeps track of two coding variables: C, the start of the code interval and A, the size of that interval. In the skew coder, as each symbol is coded, the interval is rescaled according to a 'one significant figure' approximation of the LPS probability, P(LPS) = 2 −Q . This means that a right-logical shift of A by Q can be used to carry out the rescaling (A := A Q). In the B-coder we let P(LPS) = 2 −Q ± 2 −R , R > Q and achieve a much tighter approximation, for only a small increase in complexity. Note, because 2 −R can be added or subtracted, this is not a simple 'two significant figure' approximation. The worst-case coding efficiency (compared with entropy) is a little over 5% in the original skew coder, a little over 1% in the 'two significant figure' approach and only 0.3% for the B-coder.

